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The International Max Planck Research School for Comparative Legal History (IMPRS), the 
international doctoral programme of the Max Planck Institute for European Legal History in 
Frankfurt/Main and the Goethe University Frankfurt/Main, offers  

 

Funding for PhD candidates as of October 1, 2012. 

 

The research school supports German and international researchers who aspire to obtain their 
doctorate or habilitation in the field of legal history.  

The IMPRS dedicates itself especially to research studies with a comparative character and 
also includes studies of non-European legal cultures. “Legal history” is understood in a broad 
sense from antiquity to contemporary legal history. The comparative approach can be laid out 
chronologically or according to different legal systems. The research questions can be taken 
from a broad range of areas, such as social, scientific, institutional or dogmatic history. Like-
wise, norm- as well as context-orientated projects can be researched.  

The funding is awarded for one year, with the possibility to apply for an extension for another 
year. The curriculum requires willingness to actively participate in the colloquia of the 
IMPRS. The individual research project should already be under supervision by a professor 
from Germany or abroad.  

The Max Planck Society endeavours to increase the proportion of women in areas where they 
are underrepresented. Women are therefore expressly encouraged to apply. The Max Planck 
Society also desires, wherever possible, to employ disabled persons, and applications from 
such persons are expressly called for.  

By June 15, 2012, applications including CV, copies of the relevant university certificates, a 
project draft (main research questions and outline, 10 pages max.) and a schedule for your stay 
in Frankfurt should be sent to: imprs@rg.mpg.de or to Max-Planck-Institut für europäische 
Rechtsgeschichte, International Max Planck Research School for Comparative Legal History, 
Dr. Isabell Ludewig, Hausener Weg 120, 60489 Frankfurt am Main. Further information on 
the research programme of the IMPRS for Comparative Legal History can be found at 
https://www.uni-frankfurt.de/fb/fb01/imprs/index.html. For any additional enquiries, please 
write to imprs@rg.mpg.de.  
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